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Abstract� Arti�cial evolution is discussed in the context of a successful
experiment evolving a hardware con�guration for a silicon chip �a Field
Programmable Gate Array�� the real chip was used to evaluate individual
con�gurations on a tone�recognition task	 The evolutionary pathway is
analysed� it is shown that the population is genetically highly converged
and travels far through genotype space	 Species Adaptation Genetic Al�
gorithms �SAGA� are appropriate for this type of evolution� and it is
shown how an appropriate mutation rate was chosen	 The role of junk
on the genotype is discussed� and it is suggested that neutral networks
�paths through genotype space via mutations which leave �tness un�
changed� may be crucial to the e
ectiveness of evolution	

� Introduction

To evolve silicon hardware successfully one must understand the limitations and
possibilities of hardware� but one must also understand the limitations and possi�
bilities of arti�cial evolution� This paper focuses on these latter concerns� and il�
lustrates them with data taken from the �rst ever successful experiment evolving
circuit designs directly onto a Field Programmable Gate Array for the purpose
of signal recognition� using intrinsic evolution�

Newcomers to the �eld of hardware evolution tend to draw their ideas about
arti�cial evolution from the Evolutionary Algorithm �EA� literature� Over the
last �	 years a body of practice has accumulated� applying algorithms based
upon evolutionary methods to a wide range of optimisation problems� It will
be suggested here that hardware evolution will typically require a subtly but
very signi�cantly di
erent methodology from that portrayed in much of the
EA literature� We claim that the usual fears of premature convergence of the
population are groundless� that entrapment at local optima does not usually take
the form that is conventionally pictured� and neutral networks through genotype
space should be encouraged through the arti�cial equivalent of potentially useful
junk dna�
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Section � of this paper will summarise the hardware experiment� the pattern
of �tnesses exhibited during the run� and the �nal evolved hardware con�gu�
ration� The degree of genetic convergence in the population is plotted� showing
that a high degree of convergence is achieved almost immediately and then main�
tained� This runs counter to conventional EA expectations� where pains are often
taken to prevent this on the �usually false� assumption that such convergence
implies there will be no further evolution� In Section � the background assump�
tions of mainstream EAs are examined� Section � suggests why this often leads
to false assumptions about genetic convergence�

In Section  the concepts of neutrality and neutral networks within a �tness
landscape are introduced� Section � discusses the role and usefulness of junk
or redundancy in genotypes� and suggests that some forms of junk should be
encouraged in hardware evolution�

Having given a theoretical context� we then return to the data from the real
experiment in Section �� where the genetic variation is plotted� The movement
of the population through genotype space is plotted in Section �� and we discuss
the speed of this movement during evolution� We give a baseline comparison
with a similar population not under directed selection� There are indications
that when under selection� the population �searches� along high��tness ridges or
neutral networks within the �tness landscape� In Section � we are able to give a
sketch of the �tness landscape� and relate it to the evolutionary pathway�

Before drawing general conclusions� Section �	 discusses the philosophy be�
hind Species Adaptation Genetic Algorithms �SAGA�� where GAs are adapted
to the sort of conditions that will usually hold in hardware evolution� the con�
tinued evolution� without entrapment� of a genetically converged population or
�species��

� The Hardware Evolution experiment

In a companion paper ���� Thompson describes in detail the intrinsic hardware
evolution directly onto a Field Programmable Gate Array �FPGA� of a circuit
which is required to distinguish between two input tones of �kHz and �	kHz�
The natural timescale of signals within the FPGA� used without any clocking� is
of the order of nanoseconds� hence this task is di�cult with the limited resources
made available� Here the experiment is summarised in su�cient detail to give a
context for the analysis of the dynamics of the evolutionary process�

A genotype of ��		 bits directly encoded the functions and pattern of con�
nections of �		 logic blocks� or �cells�� within the FPGA� �� bits for each cell�
A population of size 	 was initialised randomly� In a generational genetic algo�
rithm �GA� each genotype was used to recon�gure the FPGA which was then
evaluated at the task� The next generation was generated by �rst copying over
the elite member unchanged� the remaining �� members were derived from par�
ents chosen through linear rank�based selection� in which the �ttest individual
of the current generation had an expectation of twice as many o
spring as the
median�ranked individual� Single�point crossover probability was 	��� and the
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Fig� �� The maximum and mean �tnesses of the population are plotted over ����
generations	 The dramatic rise in mean �tness occurs at generation ����	

per�bit mutation rate was set such that the expected number of mutations per
genotype was ����

Evolution was continued for ��	 generations� with full genetic data saved
every �	 generations� In Figure � the maximum and mean �tnesses are plotted�
showing a dramatic increase in the mean at around ���	 generations� and the
maximum�tness reaching a plateau at around �			 generations �there is a small
but de�nite further improvement shortly after generation �			�� This �tness
corresponds to near�perfect performance at discriminating between the two input
tones� signalling the result by a high or low output signal�

The �ttest hardware design of generation 			 is shown in Figure �� where the
arrows show the genetically speci�ed pattern of connections between each of the
�		 available cells �though not the functions performed by each cell�� Systematic
testing demonstrates that it is only a group of cells in the top left corner� between
the input and output nodes� that is functional in the performance of the task�
All of the other cells can be simultaneously clamped to �xed values without
a
ecting the behaviour� The relevant functional cells are shown on the right in
Figure �� Some ��� of the cells� left blank in the right�hand �gure� are irrelevant
in the context of the functional part� hence mutations altering such irrelevant
connections will be neutral with respect to �tness� except possibly for some
immediately around the periphery of the functional part�
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Fig� �� On the left is shown the genetically speci�ed con�guration of the FPGA after
evolution for ���� generations	 On the right is shown the subset of these connections
which is functional� in the sense that the hardware still functions appropriately when
the rest of the chip is clamped to �xed values	

This implies that for this particular functional design� up to ��� of the ��		
bits could be mutated without a
ecting the �tness� One can also realistically
expect that there may be many other unrelated functional designs with a com�
parable number of redundant bits� Thus it would be a conservative estimate
to suggest that out of the ����� possible points in genotype space � binary
genotypes of length ��		 � at least ����� points represent hardware designs
successful at the task�

In Figure � we plot on the left side the genetic convergence within the popula�
tion as evolution progresses� This is measured as the average Hamming distance
between pairs of genotypes drawn from the population� In the initial random
population of genotypes of length ��		� this average is around 	� or �		 bits�
but it can be seen that genetic convergence to below the �		 level is rapid� occur�
ring within the �rst � generations� There is a temporary climb to above the �		
level after �			 generations� which then falls back at around ���	 generations�
the same time as the sudden rise in mean �tness shown in Figure ��

The rapid convergence is not surprising� because something similar happens
even in the absence of selective forces� merely through random genetic drift�
In ��� it is shown that with a population of size N � with zero mutation� uni�
form recombination of n binary loci� and random selection of parents the mean
convergence time to zero variation is approximately ���N �	�logen���	���� gen�
erations� In the presence of mutation the convergence is not to a zero level of
variation� but to a higher balance between selection�drift and mutation� this
is reached considerably sooner� To give a baseline comparison to the hardware
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Fig� �� Plot of genetic convergence within the population �measured as average Ham�
ming distance between pairs of genotypes� against generations	 On the left� from the
evolving hardware� on the right� with �tnesses randomly allocated	

evolution example� an evolutionary experiment was run with the identical GA
conditions� save only that the �tness of each genotype was allocated randomly
at each test instead of being based on performance at the tone�discrimination
task� The convergence statistics are shown on the right of Figure �� In this case
it takes some ��	 generations to drop down to the �	 level� the average value
is then maintained somewhat above the �		 mark�

Almost all of the improvement in �tness occurs after genetic convergence� the
same phenomenon was discussed in the context of a di
erent set of evolutionary
experiments in ����� For many users of GAs this is unexpected� the following
sections will attempt to explain their surprise�

� A Broad Picture of Evolutionary Algorithms

Historically there have been at least four main strands or �avours of evolu�
tionary algorithms �EAs�� The most prominent �avour is Genetic Algorithms
�GAs� founded in the ���	s by John Holland ���� �� where genotypes typically
are strings of characters� often binary� Since the ���	s a prominent o
shoot of
GAs has been Genetic Programming �GP� ��� ��� where genotypes are typi�
cally simpli�ed computer programs in the form of tree structures� Independent
�avours include Evolution Strategies �ES� ���� ��� where the genotypes include
real numbers� and Evolutionary Programming �EP� ��� ��� Many concerns are
shared across these paradigms� in this paper we shall focus on GAs� but the
conclusions have wider applicability�

A common assumption is made within the GA community� explicitly or im�



plicitly� that there are two distinct phases within an evolutionary run� The second
and �nal stage is referred to as �convergence�� and the �rst stage is the transition
from the �often randomised� starting population to the converged state�

There is a potential ambiguity in the word �converged� which is regrettably
often unrecognised� One meaning is that of genetic convergence� the state of the
population where every genotype is similar to every other one� A second meaning
is that the genetic search has converged onto its �nal resting place� perhaps a
local optimum� often a �tness graph is shown with the �tness increasing to
some asymptotic value� reaching it at �the point of convergence�� It is frequently
assumed by members of the GA and GP community that the two di
erent types
of convergence occur at one and the same time� hence the ambiguity is often
considered to be of little importance�

There are some particular constrained circumstances in which this does in�
deed happen� but in general it does not� The evolutionary pathway of hardware
design studied in depth in this paper is a clear case where the time of genetic
convergence does not correspond to the time of convergence to a �tness opti�
mum� In the general evolutionary case a population has a high degree of genetic
convergence � it is a �species� � with the degree of convergence maintained by
a balance between selective pressures and genetic operators� Selective pressures
act to increase convergence� genetic operators such as mutation act to increase
diversity�

If there is any initial imbalance in favour of selection between these competing
pressures� then a transitory period of genetic convergence occurs� often very
rapidly� This does not in general mean that further evolution ceases�

� Why is there this confusion about convergence�

Many GA implementations do �t into the particular constrained circumstances
in which genetic convergence does indeed �exceptionally� imply no further evo�
lutionary progress� When using a GA to optimise a function of n variables� a
common strategy would be to use m bits to code for each variable on a genotype
of length nm� the encoding of each variable to m�bit precision could be in binary
or using a Gray code ����

In such a case every locus on the genotype is functional � literally in that a
change of a bit normally changes the value of the function that is being optimised�
Fitness functions typically used in testing GAs �e�g� most of the De Jong test
suite ���� fall into this category� A �tness landscape can be visualised for such
functions� In the ��dimensional version �n � �� the landscape consists of one
or more hills in a bounded region of terrain where the x and y axes correspond
to the two variables� The varying height of the landscape corresponds to the
�tness� i�e� the value of the function for corresponding values of the two variables�
Optimisation involves �nding the highest hills�

Such a landscape can be generalised in two ways� �rstly by extending the
dimensionality to values of n � �� secondly by recognising that where variables
are each encoded discretely by m bits on the genotype� there are precisely �mn



genotypes� corresponding to �mn corners of a hypercube� each of which can
be allocated a �tness� This hypercube visualisation recognises that genotype
space is a graph or lattice of connected points� one needs a mathematician�s
abstract attitude to high dimensional spaces to visualise this in more than �
dimensions� One of the messages of this paper is that one should be cautious in
extending intuitions from low dimensions too readily to these high dimensional
lattices where they may no longer be valid� Since a change of any one bit � a
move from one corner of the hypercube to a neighbouring corner � results in
a change of �tness� we call this a non�neutral landscape� The well�known N�K
�tness landscapes ���� �t into this category�

A genetically converged population is represented by a number of nearby �in
Hamming distance� points on the lattice given by the corners of the hypercube�
Such a population under selection� reproduction� recombination and mutation
will soon move upwards on a non�neutral �tness landscape until it arrives at a
local optimum� Only if selective forces are low� or mutation rates small� will this
be a protracted process�

So in these circumstances of non�neutral �tness landscapes the conventional
expectation is generally correct� convergence in both senses does indeed happen
at much the same time� The population converges on a local optimum� perhaps
not the global optimum� and gets stuck there� However� much of arti�cial evo�
lution� including speci�cally hardware evolution� will not �t this pattern of a
non�neutral �tness landscape�

� Neutrality

It is sometimes useful to borrow �and adapt� the notion of a phenotype from
biology� in arti�cial evolution the phenotype is the instantiated design that a
given genotype encodes � the end�product� It is open to the experimenter to
choose the level of description in terms of which phenotypes are de�ned� For
instance in the context of the FPGA hardware described here� phenotypes can
be described in terms of �a� chip con�guration or �b� input�output behaviour or
�c� �tness score� Under options �a� or �b�� two genotypes may be of equal �tness
either because they encode the same phenotype� or because they encode two
di
erent phenotypes which happen to be equally �t� What counts as a change of
phenotype under one description may be identical under a di
erent description�

In this paper we are here taking option �c�� the �tness score� and hence we
are ignoring for present purposes changes of chip con�guration which do not
alter the �tness� In this context it should be recalled that under conventional
conditions of population genetics� in a population of size N �tness di
erences
between individuals that make a change in their expected number of o
spring of
the order of ��N or less are e
ectively neutral �i�e� the di
erences are �invisible�
to selective pressure� �� �	��

A neutral network of a �tness landscape is de�ned as a set of connected
points of equivalent �tness� each representing a separate genotype� here connected



means that there exists a path of single �neutral� mutations which can traverse
the network between any two points on it without a
ecting �tness�

If a genetic encoding has a number of completely redundant loci� which are
never used to determine the phenotype under any circumstance� then such loci
automatically generate neutral networks� If a non�neutral genetic encoding �one
which generates a non�neutral �tness landscape�� with binary genotypes of length
n� is modi�ed by the addition of g extra redundant loci� then each phenotype
will now be represented by �g points in genotype space instead of just one� These
points will form a connected neutral network� However nothing will have been
gained by this exercise � we shall term this type of redundancy useless junk�

In contrast� it is possible to add redundancy� and generate neutral networks�
so as to transform the evolvability of a �tness landscape� One example ����
can transform a �tness landscape of any degree of ruggedness to a di
erent� but
related� landscape with a single global optimum� there will no longer be any local
optima at which to get trapped� To do this an original encoding using n loci is
transformed into one using �� � �n�� The �rst �deciding� bit determines which
of the following two groups of n bits is to be considered or ignored� the chosen
one of these two groups is then interpreted according to the original encoding�
Since for any given genotype one group of n bits is currently not being expressed�
neutral mutations are possible within this group until the position of the global
optimum is encoded �but not yet expressed� therein� A single mutation of the
�rst deciding bit then generates the global optimum� without any intermediate
points of lower value having been encountered�

This example is of theoretical rather than practical interest� the neutral�
unselected search within the unexpressed group is no better than random search�
So a landscape on which one can get trapped in a local optimum has been
transformed into one in which one will never get trapped � but it will take
too long �through random search� to �nd the goal� There are parallels between
this impractical scheme and the practical operation of gene duplication plus
mutation� which may be a powerful factor in natural evolution ����� The single
deciding bit acts as a form of gene switch� a concept which can be developed for
generating neutral networks in arti�cial evolution�

This theoretical example introduces the notion of potentially useful junk��

This refers to loci on a genotype which within the current context of the rest of
the genotype are functionless �mutations make no di
erence�� but given di
erent
values elsewhere on the genotype they may well become signi�cant�

In the evolved hardware which is the subject of this paper� it can be seen
that the encoding allows for plenty of potentially useful junk� and consequently
many neutral networks� The junk parts of the genotype where the potential
for future usefulness is highest code for the periphery of the functional part of
the FPGA� as shown in Figure �� The bigger this periphery the more potential
there may be� In the current experiments the only connections allowed were
between neighbouring cells in the ��D layout� but the chip does have the potential

� �Garbage you throw out� junk is what you store in the attic in case it might be useful
one day� � attributed to S	 Brenner� with reference to junk dna	



for �Magic wires� and �fastlanes� which connect non�neighbouring cells� and in
e
ect give a higher dimension topology for the chip than the simple ��D layout�
Use of these would tend to create a larger periphery to the functional part of
the chip� with potentially useful e
ects on evolutionary pathways� With the
direct encoding used in this experiment this would also possibly introduce new
epistatic interactions between loci far apart on the genotype� whether or not this
is desirable is currently not known�

� Is it likely that junk is useful�

Neutral networks may be of use if they allow escape from what would otherwise
be a local optimum� and this to happen within a reasonable timescale which
must be much less than that of random search� The place of such networks is
discussed in the context of RNA evolution in ����� An analysis of transitions
between one neutral network and the next is given in ���� It appears that neutral
networks do indeed have a bene�cial e
ect within RNA �tness landscapes� in the
sense that higher �tnesses are thereby achieved� In arti�cial evolution neutral
networks have generally been ignored� an exception being ����

Is this bene�cial e
ect likely to hold true for landscapes with neutral networks
such as those of hardware evolution� It is certainly not true of all landscapes with
neutral networks� for instance the examples above with useless junk� and those
with a single global optimum only reachable through random search� But there
is reason to hope that much junk is potentially useful junk � though ultimately
this depends on the underlying problem and on the method of encoding on the
genotype� Where potentially useful junk can be generated by a suitable choice
of encoding� this should be encouraged�

One relatively simple way to encourage potentially useful junk in hardware
evolution is to make available many more components than are actually required
at the end of the day� This was the case here� and the following analysis lends
support to the hypothesis that this junk may well have been useful� Once a
high �tness feasible design has been achieved� if this uses most of the avail�
able components then few mutations will leave it una
ected� If other regions
of the associated neutral network exist where phenotypes are una
ected by a
larger number of mutations �corresponding to a plateau rather than a ridge
in the �tness landscape� then selection will tend to move the population as a
whole towards such areas ��� ��� ��� This can imply a tendency for designs that
achieve the same functionality with less components to be favoured over those
with more ����� nevertheless the availability of more components may well make
intermediate stages of evolution much easier by providing useful junk�

� Genotype usage through evolutionary history

Those loci on genotypes that are currently under selection will tend to be con�
served within the population at the selected values� over many generations� Other



Fig� �� For each block of �� bits on the genotype �corresponding to one of the ��� ��
cells on the FPGA�� the amount of variation is calculated in the population between
generations ���� and ����	 This is plotted on a similar layout to that of Figure �� with
places of least variation darkest	

loci that are currently junk will not be so constrained� one should however be
aware of the vagaries of genetic drift in small populations� Genetic drift refers
to the consequences of sampling error in reproduction in small populations even
when a locus is not under directed selection� The proportions of an allele at a
locus will vary stochastically� or drift� until a state of all 	s or all �s is reached�
this state will generally be maintained in the medium term� until it is dislodged
by mutation� With the current parameter values� �medium term� means hun�
dreds of generations� to see loci that are not under selection being dislodged by
mutation� we must view the history over thousands of generations�

We can plot variance in alleles at each of the ��		 loci in the population
between generations �			 and 			� This can be averaged over each block of
�� bits� which corresponds to the con�guration of a single cell on the FPGA
with the direct encoding used� In Figure � this is displayed graphically in the
same layout as in Figure �� It can be seen that there is a strong correspondence
between the darker areas representing least variance� and the functional parts of
the chip� as shown in Figure �� Analysis of the genetic variation can thus be a
useful tool in helping to predict which parts of the chip may be pruned away as
redundant� The fact that this picture contains a lot of grey� rather than simply
black and white� suggests that there has indeed been much exploration of neutral
networks�

	 Saga through genotype space

The converged population is not stuck� but moves through genotype space� when
it is not climbing a �tness slope it will be drifting along a neutral network�
Whereas drift at a single locus may soon reach an absorbing barrier �all 	s or all
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Fig� �� The �Saga� of the population starting from a scattered initial generation in
the centre� and then in each case proceeding clockwise with a converged population�
on the left data from the hardware evolution� on the right a comparison run with �t�
nesses randomly allocated	 Every ��th generation all �� genotypes in the population
are projected onto �st and �nd Principal Components �PCs� derived from the popula�
tion movement through genotype space over ���� generations	 The PCs are di
erent
on left and right� but the same scale has been used	

�s�� neutral networks are frequently so enormous that in practice one can drift
interminably� One way of visualising this movement is by projecting the ��		�
dimensional genotype space onto just � dimensions� We choose the First and
Second Principal Components of the movement of the genotype �centroid� of the
population through the ��	 generations to de�ne the particular projection� this
automatically gives a maximum spread to the displayed pathway� In Figure  on
the left is shown every �	th generation plotted with this projection�

No special signi�cance should be given to the gross shape of the pathway�
any process of random drift or �drunkard�s walk� will give a somewhat similar
path� In Section � we mentioned a baseline comparison where the identical GA
was used� but allocating �tnesses at random without reference to the task� The
pathway for this run is shown on the right�

The same scale is used on both sides of Figure � The population on the
left is generally more converged� and moves faster� than the one on the right�
In Figure � the speed of movement �through genotype space� of the centroids
of each population is plotted� and can be seen to be some � times faster under
selection than in the random case�

In Figure  on the left� there are two periods when the population appears
to spread out� at  � o�clock! and again at   o�clock!� The latter period� leading
up to the transition around generation ���	 �visible in the mean �tnesses in
Figure ��� shows the population for any one generation spread out into a cigar
shape under this projection� In Figure � on the left is shown the elite member
of generation �	 and the rest of the population�

This projection has been calculated so as to emphasise the spread of geno�
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Fig� �� Plots of how fast the �centroids� of the populations shown in Figure � move� on
the left with evolving hardware� on the right with randomly allocated �tnesses	

types from the population history or saga� The corollary of this is that genotypes
that are in no way associated with this saga� such as random genotypes� are likely
to have only very small components in the direction of these axes� and will ap�
pear near the origin or centre of this projection �as indeed the initial random
populations do in Figure ��

In general the elite member of any snapshot is always furthest from the
origin of this projection� Non�elite members of a population tend to be mutations
derived from the elite of earlier generations� mutations tend to make the genotype
�more random� � have less association with the path of the population � and
hence are nearer the origin than the elite�� This can be seen on the right hand
side of Figure �� where the �comet�s tail� of mutants streams away from the elite
member towards the origin� these mutants were generated by taking 	 copies of
the elite� and applying mutations to each at rates varying linearly between 	 and
���� expected mutations per ��		 bits� to produce a spread roughly comparable
with the left hand side� On the left� with the data from hardware evolution� the
comet�s tail points o
 to one side of the origin� indicating that these genotypes
are not solely the product of random mutation� but rather of mutation plus
selection� One can conclude that the population is spread out along high value
ridges in the �tness landscape� which is where even �tter regions may be found�
This corresponds to the picture put forward by Eigen et� al� in ���� pages ����"
�����

� This follows from the fact that in high�dimensional spaces two random vectors are
almost always nearly orthogonal� the projection of one onto the other �dot product�
can be expected to be small	
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Fig� �� The same projection is used here as in Figure �� except it is scaled up and the
origin �marked� is now at the top left	 In the left �gure all �� genotypes of generation
���� of hardware evolution are plotted� the elite member is marked at bottom right	 On
the right the same elite member is shown with �� other genotypes mutated at random
without selection� it can be seen that the population forms a �comet�s tail� pointing
towards the origin in this latter case	 Here the same PCs are used for the projections
on the left and the right	

 In conventional natural selection theory� advantageous mutations
drove the evolutionary process� The neutral theory introduced selectively
neutral mutants� in addition to the advantageous ones� which contribute
to evolution through random drift� The concept of quasi�species shows
that much weight is attributed to those slightly deleterious mutants that
are situated along high ridges in the value landscape� They guide popu�
lations toward the peaks of high selective values�!


 A picture of the landscape

Some indication of the nature of the �tness landscape can be found by plot�
ting the �tnesses of each snapshot taken of the population during evolution� In
Figure � the �tnesses of each individual in the population are ranged in order
within each snapshot� and then ranged alongside each other to cover the ��	
generations �with one snapshot every �	th generation�� Necessarily this land�
scape does not show all of the �tness terrain around the current population� but
only that part actually sampled �with noise� by genotypes generated through
evolution�

Throughout the run there is a small part of the population� usually around
�	 out of 	� which has zero or near�zero �tness� After generation ���	 there is
a high plateau on which most of the population lies� this is an indication of how
much neutral mutation is possible at this stage� For a period leading up to this
plateau there is a narrow ridge which holds the current elite� with almost all



Fig� 	� The �tness landscape� as sampled by the population	 Over ��� snapshots are
displayed from left to right �one every �� generations�	 Within each such snapshot the
�� members of the population are ranked �from back to front of the �gure� according
to �tness� which is plotted on the vertical scale	 After the initial stages a narrow ridge
leads up to a �at plateau which starts around snapshot ���� which is generation ����	

the population considerably less �t� This period corresponds to the increase in
genetic diversity in the population �Figures � and �� If the GA had not used the
strategy of elitism� this type of ridge might not have occurred� this speculation
has not been checked by experiment�

�� Use of SAGA

Normal GAs� indeed most other EAs� are not designed to be used with the ge�
netically converged populations that we have seen here� The Species Adaptation
Genetic Algorithm� or SAGA ���� �	� ���� is designed expressly for this pur�
pose� The di
erences from normal GAs are subtle but signi�cant� and the core
requirements of SAGA have been used in the hardware evolution described here�

These can be brie�y summarised� Evolution is directed by selection exploiting
di
erences in �tness causes by variations in the genetic make�up of the popu�
lation� Conventional GAs and GP usually assume that all or nearly all of the
variation is that of the initial random population� and hence evolution will cease
when this initial variation is exhausted� mutation is thus considered a background
genetic operator� and recombination is usually assumed to be the primary op�



erator� In SAGA the reverse is true� of these two genetic operators� mutation is
primary� and recombination �though useful� is secondary�

The e
ectiveness of evolutionary search in a converged species is largely de�
termined by the balance between selection and mutation� Zero mutation leads to
stasis� and too much mutation for the selective pressure leads to loss of whatever
useful genetic information may have accumulated previously in the genotypes
�the �error catastrophe��� an optimummust lie between these two extremes� and
in fact is the maximum rate which still lies below the error catastrophe� In ��� it
is shown that in an asexual population with a large population size� on a �tness
landscape consisting of a single peak on an otherwise �at plain� the error catas�
trophe occurs at a rate of m � ln��� expected mutations per genotype� where
� is the superiority parameter of the master sequence � the factor by which a
�ttest member on the peak outbreeds the average members on the plain�

For the rank�based selection scheme used here �which includes elitism��
ln��� � �� other selection schemes with signi�cantly di
erent selection pressures
need adjustment accordingly� Adding recombination to an asexual population�
and reducing population size to the small �gures we use such as 	� makes rela�
tively little di
erence to the impact of the error catastrophe on the e
ectiveness
of evolutionary search ����� The change from the rugged single�peak landscape
to realistic �tness landscapes may make more di
erence� but always such as to
increase the critical error rate�

What does make a signi�cant di
erence� however� is the presence of redun�
dancy or junk in the genotype� If the target mutation rate is� as in our case�
� mutation per genotype on the assumption of no redundancy� in the presence
of junk this should be increased so as to give an expected � mutation per non�

redundant part of the genotype� Usually one does not know in advance what
proportion will be junk � it may alter during evolution � but estimates can
be checked as evolution progresses� In this case the mutation rate used of ���
bits mutated per genotype would be safe �i�e� less than the error catastrophe�
if at least ��� of the genotype was redundant� results suggest that this �gure
was a reasonable one to use� For further details of SAGA ���� �	� ��� should be
consulted� A fundamental aspect of the SAGA approach is that of incremental
evolution� after success at some level of complexity future evolution at more com�
plex related tasks can continue from the current converged population� rather
than starting again with a random population�

�� Conclusion

The picture of arti�cial evolution presented here di
ers signi�cantly from that in
the main body of EA literature� We have demonstrated with an example of evolu�
tion of the hardware con�guration on a real silicon chip that �tness improvement
can indeed take place within a genetically converged population� With this dif�
ferent approach there is no need to worry about premature convergence� and
thus small population sizes may be perfectly acceptable�



An attempt has been made to promote a di
erent perspective on �tness land�
scapes� Whereas one can create such landscapes with isolated hills which allow
a population to get trapped at local optima� it is suggested that landscapes as�
sociated with many real problems are not of this nature� If there is redundancy
of the right kind � �potentially useful junk� � then neutral networks percolat�
ing through genotype space may eliminate most local optima �perhaps all that
are likely to be encountered� except for global optima� Though some neutral
networks may not be useful� it may be possible to encourage the presence of
the practical kind by allowing for many more components to be available for
hardware evolution than will be necessary in the �nal design�

There is a lot more to evolution than meets the eye� and naive models and
metaphors may lead to poor decisions in the design of evolutionary algorithms�
or prejudice against reasonable decisions� In the context of much contemporary
EA practice� the use of a small population of size 	� with genotypes of length
��		 bits� continued for 			 generations with a genetically converged popula�
tion on a hard real�world problem� would seem to many to be folly� With the
di
erent perspective of SAGA� and consideration of the role of junk and neutral
networks� it seems more plausible� The actual result achieved� on a real silicon
chip� supports the choice of method�
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